Mime-Out-Loud

Are words always necessary to express yourself? Imagine a world which consists of only words which are just said and not meant! Mime is all about expressing your feelings through various forms of drama. If you can feel what you want to convey, words are not always necessary to express yourself. Most of the time things are conveyed without words, certain things always remain “UNSPOKEN”. Come to felicity and let the beats of your heart be heard aloud and your expression say a million words.

Registration Fees: Rs 500 Per Team

Rules for Mime:

1. Multiple entries from a particular college/institution are allowed.
2. The decision of the judges and the coordinators shall be final and binding to all teams. No cribbing shall be entertained in this regard.
3. Maximum team size is 15 including backstage/technical crew.
4. Maximum permitted time for play is 15 minutes. If the play exceeds it, points would be deducted, and if the time exceeds 20 minutes, the team would be disqualified
5. All team members must be students of the college/institute carrying valid identity cards.
6. Clothing or actions that could be perceived as obscene, lewd, vulgar or plainly offensive is strictly prohibited.
7. No costumes will be provided by us.
8. Negative marks for exceeding the time limit, but exceeding it by 5 minutes would disqualify the team.
9. In case of any situations which have not been described in the rules, the decision taken by the judges will be final.